D2L New Features Quick Guide: 10.6.1 for Instructors

D2L Brightspace has released a new Language pack to update some of the D2L terms for clarity. There is also a slight change with how answers are selected by students in Quizzes. The following explains those changes:

Existing Activities (Formally “Add Existing Activities”)

When adding items to a module, you will now see Existing Activities.
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Figure 1 - Existing Activities

Course Admin (Formally “Edit Course”)

The Edit Course section has been renamed Course Admin.
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Figure 2 - Course Admin

Assignments (Formally “Dropbox”)

Dropbox has been renamed Assignments.
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Figure 3 - Assignments
Assignment Submission Folders (Formally “Dropbox Submission Folder”)

The Dropbox Submission folder has been renamed Assignment Submission Folder.
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Figure 4 - Assignment Submission Folders

Upload/Create (Formally “New”)

The New button within a module has been renamed Upload/Create.
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Figure 5 - Upload/Create

Announcements (Formally “News”)

The News tool has been renamed Announcements.
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Figure 6 - Announcements

Answer Selection for Quizzes

Students can now select answers within a quiz anywhere within the answer field (light blue area), and not just the answer bubble.
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Figure 7 - Answer Selection for Quizzes